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Abstract
Process equipment used for lamination was evaluated to determine the causes for variance of
the thickness of the laminated material applied to the plastic sheathing. This study selected
one area, specifically the pumping system, for further evaluation. The pumping system being
evaluated to determine the dynamic characteristics of the flow and to determine if any
vibrations from the gear drive unit were being transmitted through the pump to perturb the
flow. The natural frequencies were determined analytically and experimentally for shafts in
bending and angular modes. The excitation frequencies (frequencies actually generated through
the actual running of the gear drive unit) were also analytically and experimentally determined.
The analytical excitation frequencies were calculated using the basic equations developed for
shafts, gears and bearings at specific rpms.
The conclusion of the experiment indicated that the pump gears have the largest impact on the
flow characteristics. The experiment also indicated that the vibrations from the gear drive unit
were transmitted through the pump which also affected the flow characteristics of the fluid.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Competition has forced companies to increase the performance and reliability of their
products. In order to increase the quality of the manufactured goods, companies are evaluating
the processes and the equipment used to determine how each affects the final product. In doing
so, companies are evaluating the total system and each individual process rather than
evaluating only the final product. One particular process, lamination, was being evaluated to
see how the final product process could be improved.
The process was being evaluated to determine how to control the variance of the thickness of
the laminated material being applied to the film. The study concentrated on the system
dealing with transportation of the fluid to the hopper (device used for application of the
laminated material to the film), in particular, the gear pump and gear pump drive system.
Like all mechanical systems with moving components, there are vibrations which are
produced by unique frequencies from the mechanical components. These vibrational
frequencies can be analyzed through the use of an accelerometer, a pressure transducer, a
signal amplifier, and a signal analyzer. The accelerometer transforms the vibration into a
electrical signal which is first sent to the signal conditioner. The pressure transducer
transforms pressure into the electrical signal which is then sent to a signal conditioner. The
signals are then sent to the signal analyzer, at which time the signal can be presented in either
a time domain or a frequency domain. From here, the domains are used to allow identification
of the individual sources of vibration. Knowing the characteristics of the machinery can
further improve the processes, since they can be used to keep the machinery 'healthy'.
That is, the vibration analysis can be taken further if used in conjunction with a predictive
maintenance strategy. External monitoring can be used to decrease the maintenance and the
downtime with machinery. If a continuous monitoring of the parts are made on a regular
schedule, then a trend analysis can be formed. The trend analysis can then be used as a
prediction to indicate which worn part may fail and will be able to inform the user the time
span to which it will fail. Since the part that will fail should be known, it can be replaced
before a catastrophic failure occurs. In addition, the worn part can be replaced at a more
convenient time schedule. This also allows the part to be fully utilized before being replaced,
versus a time schedule replacement procedure. In addition, the worn pan can be replaced
before the process limits are exceeded, there by improving the quality of the products.
Background
Investigating the subject on gear pumps and drive units has revealed a couple of articles which
deserve noting. One particular article by T. T. Krisis and H. R. Martin [1] reveals
information concerning the effects of tooth damage to a gear which displaces the fluid. The
basis of their experiment revolved around a gear pump which had gear teeth artificially
damaged and how the vibrational characteristics compared to an undamaged gear pump.
Articles by I. M. Bidhendi, K. Foster and R. Taylor [2], and by E. Kojima and M. Shinada [3]
examined gear pumps by developing computer programs to model the flow characteristics.
The articles placed special emphasis on the excitation forces for vibration of the pump case
and variance in flow generated by the pumps.
Techniques for vibrational analysis were developed through previous papers such as those
written by R. Eshleman [4, 5, 6, 7, 8,9] and by Hewett Packard [10]. Future expansion of
the analysis to a predictive maintenance strategy can then be utilized by techniques developed
by C.Jackson [11].
Objective
Lamination processes were being evaluated to determine the cause of the variation of the
thickness of the laminated materials being applied on the plastic sheet or film. The study
concentrated on the investigation of the flow characteristics of the coating fluid from the
pump. Experimental and simple analytical investigations were performed to determine the
natural frequencies of the pump and gear drive. This was conducted in order to determine if
any natural frequencies were transmitted to the flow affecting the flow characteristics. The
analytical examination of the gear drive concentrated on specific components in motion, i.e.,
the shafts and gears. The shafts were examined both in bending and torsion, gears were
assumed rigid with the exception of the teeth which were modeled as cantilever beams in
bending.
Theoretical and experimental analysis were performed to determine the excitation (running)
frequencies of shafts, gears and bearings that occur at specific running speeds. The experiment
collected the vibration signatures for the gear pumps and gear drive unit, at specific running
speeds at which time the theoretical frequencies were picked off the frequency domain to
determine their source.
Chapter 2
PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND
This chapter provides an introduction to the theory of vibration, and some of the basic
dynamic characteristics of rotary machinery systems which was required for the dynamic
analysis of the fluid flow of the pumping system. A short description of the system and the
equipment utilized in the experimental analysis is also provided in this chapter.
I . THEORY OF VIBRATION
The analysis of a vibratory system consists of translating the subject to a mathematical
model. The mathematical model can then be solved to provide valuable information. In
general, theory of vibration deals with identifying the dynamic characteristics and studying the
response of a vibratory system.
A. Vibratory System
In a vibratory system, a complicated system can be modeled with three basic components.
These include: 1) aMass (m = inertia element), 2) a Spring (K = restoring element), and a
3) Damper (C = dissipative element).
The simplest model of a vibratory system is the 1 degree of freedom unit shown in Figure
2.1. This model, though simple, can provide basic information about the dynamic
characteristics of a vibratory system.
Fig. 2.1 Simple Vibratory System
A more complicated model is the 2 degree of freedom unit in Figure 2.2.
m.
K X c.
m,
K 5
7777777777
Fig. 2.2 2 Degree of Freedom Vibratory System
In general, the more degrees of freedom the model has, the more information it provides
about the system and the more complicated its analysis becomes. The best model is the
simplest possible that provides the necessary information required for a specific analysis.
Every mechanical system, whether its simple or complex, has its own identity
(characteristics). The vibrational identities of a mechanical system are predominantly
natural frequencies, damping ratios and modal shapes. The following represents the
vibrational characteristics which identify the system:
1. Natural Frequency, 0)
Each mechanical system has frequencies at which it freely vibrates (natural frequencies).
Natural frequencies depend on factors such as the mechanical system's shape, size and the
materials. The number of natural frequencies associated with the system correspond to
the number of degrees of freedom. In other words, if a system has n degrees of freedom,
then it will have n natural frequencies.
An unusual feature with a mechanical system is the fact that when it is subject to random
vibration that includes the natural frequencies of the system, it will act as a filter and the
energy seems only to concentrate around the natural frequencies.
An example of a 4 degree of freedom frequency plot is located at Figure 2.3. The
amplitude (X) can be stated in terms of displacement, velocity or acceleration (dependent
on the type ofmeasurement equipment).
X
(0.(0,
nl n2
Fig. 2.3 Natural frequency plot for n = 4
Damping Ratio, c\
The damping ratio, J;, is proportional to the damping constant (C). The ratio is a
measure of the systems ability to dissipate energy. The removal of energy will help to
reduce the oscillatory movements from the system. The damping ratio is an indicator of
the system's stability. That is, with a high damping ratio, a system will be able to
suppress much of the free vibration since the energy will dissipate more readily. With a
low damping ratio, the energy will dissipate slowly which allows the systems to vibrate
longer as compared with a high damping ratio.
From the mechanical point of view, having high damping ratios would be ideal for the
dissipation of vibrational energy. However, the dissipation of the vibrational energy is in
the form of heat Heat buildup can be detrimental to the system, causing premature
mechanical failures. Therefore the amount ofdamping is a trade off between heat build
up and vibration to compensate for mechanical reliability.
B. Vibratory Motion
There are two basic types of vibration associated with mechanical devices. These are Free
Vibration and Forced Vibration.
1. Free Vibration
A system with little or no damping that has been excited will freely oscillate under the
absence of external forces. A system which oscillates freely will do so at one or more of
its natural frequencies.
Examples of free vibration include the oscillatory action of a pendulum, or a string which
is taught at both ends and 'plucked'. The natural frequencies of a mechanical system are
found much in the same way as a string which is plucked to produce a sound. A
mechanical system is first excited through an impulse (i.e.,. impact by a hammer) and
then allowed to vibrate freely with no external forces. With the use of an accelerometer
and a spectrum analyzer (equipment will be explained later in this chapter under section
II.A), a frequency map can be obtained yielding the natural frequencies of the system.
2. Forced Vibration
If the mechanical system is being acted on by an external force, then this is considered
forced vibration. If the forcing function is oscillatory, then a linear system will likely
vibrate at the forcing function frequency (or excitation frequency).
One particular instance deserves special attention. This is when the excitation frequency
matches a mechanical system's natural frequency. When this happens, resonance will
occur. Resonance is a condition at which the oscillator may approach violent vibration.
This condition is destructive and should be avoided (unless violent vibration is desirable).
At resonance, large and violent oscillations may result which may lead to premature
failure of the parts.
Forced vibration can be classified into four fundamental wave forms.
This is the simplest form of a periodic motion. It is characterized by a sinusoidal
waveform, X = X sin (cot).
Common sources of harmonic motion are with unbalanced rotating machinery. An
example of this is the following unbalanced shaft:
center of
rotation
center of
gravity
eccentricity
Fig. 2.4 Unbalanced shaft
A shaft which has the center of gravity at a location which differs than the center of
rotation (see above figure) will typically produce a harmonic waveform when rotated.
The resultant waveform will look much like the one shown below.
t
Fig. 2.5 Harmonic waveform
where: T = Period (s)
X = Amplitude
Periodic Motion
A periodic signal is characterized by a repeating pattern of motion in equal time
intervals. A periodic motion can be broken up into many harmonic motions of
different frequencies, a fundamental frequency and its higher order harmonics. This is
mathematically represented by Fourier Series (Equation 2.1) [12].
X(t) =Y + 2Ansin(n0V) + XBnCOS(n(0ot)
n=ln=l (2.1)
where coQ is the fundamental frequency.
Fig. 2.6 Example of a Periodic Waveform
c. Random Motion
A random motion response, in general, cannot be expressed as a function of time.
This typically shows up as noise in frequency and time domain spectrums, and thus
may distort the results. Random motion should be avoided since it may excite the
natural frequencies which may cause undesirable violent vibration.
d. Transient Motion
Transient motion is usually the result from a forcing function source which is non-
periodic (i.e.,. impulse). The result will cause a non-steady state response (e.g., an
oscillatory response that decays exponentially with time).
C. Data Transformation
Vibratory motion in general, is explained in the time domain. However, it is equally
important to be able to explain the data in the frequency domain as well. Knowing the
frequency components allows one to check against the natural frequencies of the system. In
a spectrum analyzer, data is collected as a function of time and then transformed into the
frequency domain via a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
For a simple, purely harmonic motion, X = XQsin(cot) the FFT will produce one spike
corresponding to the frequency co, as shown in Figure 2.7.
t
i
X
T CO
Fig. 2.7 Transformed Harmonic Signal
Most signals are not purely harmonic, instead they are usually periodic. A periodic signal
can be broken down (transformed) into harmonics of a signal using Fourier Series.
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Examples of a periodic signal broken into it harmonics is represented by the following:
t
X
1
co
Fig. 2.8 Transformed Periodic Signal
II. COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF
MACHINERY SYSTEMS
Mechanical systems have special vibrational characteristics when rotated. Depending on the
part and the defect of the part, special frequency domain patterns will show up on the signal
analyzer.
A. Imbalance
Imbalance is characterized by a sinusoidal vibration at a frequency of once per revolution
(Fig. 2.9). A state of imbalance will occur when the center ofmass of a rotating system
does not coincide with the center of rotation. Imbalance is also characterized by the increase
in amplitude as the speed is increased on the rotating part. In general, if the signal has
1 1
large imbalance forces, or when the horizontal and vertical support stiffness differ by a large
amount then high level harmonics may occur.
C0j= Imbalance Frequency (once perrev)
A
X
<q CO
Fig. 2.9 Example of an Imbalanced Signal
B. Mechanical Looseness
Mechanical looseness has similar characteristics to the imbalance in the frequency domain,
however the signal almost always includes higher order harmonics (Fig. 2.10). The
periodic vibration is a result of sinusoidal vibration being truncated (cutoff) when the
looseness (slack) is taken up causing the system to react in a non-linear fashion. The
looseness can usually be detected by its directional nature. That is, the looseness will have
a large level changes when the transducer is relocated to different locations on the same part
Therefore the vibration should bemeasured at several locations on the part. Themeasured
vibration level will be highest at the location and direction of the looseness.
12
n coj^ = Mechanical Looseness (nth order)
X
La
com 2com 30^ 4o)m
Fig. 2.10 Example ofMechanical Looseness
C. Harmonic Spikes
Harmonic spikes are introduced to the system due to the running speed of each shaft (Fig.
2.11).
co j
= Running Frequenc y ofShaft 1
co2 = Running Frequency ofShaft 2
CO, rf
co2J
X
>1 2 QJ
Fig. 2.1 1 Example of Harmonic Spikes
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D. Resonance
Resonance will be the result when the fundamental frequency of vibration is equal to the
natural frequency of the system (Fig. 2.12). This can be easily determined by the
vibration level which will reduce significantly at frequencies higher or lower than the
resonance frequencies (natural frequencies).
con = Natural Frequency
X
cor
Fig. 2.12 Example ofResonance
CO
E. Bearing Characteristics
Changes of overall vibration in bearings with rolling elements are virtually undetectable in
the early stages ofdeterioration. The specific frequency for the bearings will depend on the
speed of rotation, the bearing geometry and the defect. In the beginning of bearing wear,
the bearing will produce discrete frequencies associated with specific components of the
bearing. As the bearing wears, broad band vibration (which does not have a distinct pattern,
appearing much like noise) will begin to show in the vibration traces. In the final stages of
wear, the distinct vibration patterns have disappeared completely leaving only broad band
vibration.
In general, a bearing defect in the early stages ofwear has vibration that is usually
impulsive with sharp edges. Defects on the bearing elements at this early stage will have
unique vibrational signal, such as excessive wear and the lack of lubrication, which allow a
person to detect them.
Many of the frequencies which will show up on the frequency domain are caused by
impacts. The impacts are caused by bearing defects which are governed by the running
14
speed of the unit and the geometry of the bearing. Excessive wear in the bearing will yield
looseness which will cause it to ring at its natural frequencies. Lack of lubrication will
cause skidding and slipping induced from the surfaces, thus causing a unique frequency
pattern.
1. ProblemsWith Reading Bearing Frequencies
Even though the bearing defects produce specific frequency patterns, the actual defect can
be covered by other factors. The other factors can modify the vibrational spectrum and
make the frequency domain difficult to interpret.
a. Residual Imbalance
Machines have a slight imbalance from the rotating components (i.e.,. shafts), and
other multiple defects which modulate [13] the bearing frequencies. The bearing
frequencies are usually modulated by residual imbalance, which will promote
sidebands near the running frequency (see Fig. 2.13).
coB = Running Bearing Frequency
cor= Residual Imbalance
X
0)B
(coB-tor) (coB+cor) CO
Fig. 2.13 Example of a Bearing Defect
with Sidebands
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b. Surface of the Race
As bearings wear, defects will appear around the entire surface of the race causing the
appearance ofmultiple bearing defects. The multiple bearing defects are difficult to
predict since the vibrational spectrum will appear like noise rather than specific
defects. This is the case with roughness caused by abrasive wear or lack of contact
between the roller and housing. The induced noise causes the specific defect peaks to
be reduced or hidden completely.
c. Angle of Contact
The angle of contact for the bearings could change if the bearing is subjected to an
axial load. By changing the angle of contact, it will change the contact geometry
which will change output frequencies. If unnoticed, the frequencies will be difficult
to predict.
d. Speed of the Machine Parts
The frequencies can be modulated by the speed of the rotating unit. Sometimes the
fundamental train or ball spin frequencies of each ball bearing may modulate the
natural frequencies and unit rotating frequencies. These produce sum and difference
frequencies which make analyzing bearings even more difficult
2. Procedure to Optimize Bearing Defect Detection
Since the bearings will produce a frequency spectrum even if the bearings are fine, a
continuous monitoring system should be developed for bearings (start with a baseline).
Bearings will have distinctive frequency patterns no matter when a reading is taken,
therefore it is important to monitor the bearing frequently. In the early stages of bearing
wear, distinct frequencies will appear which indicate the exact wear. Eventually as the
bearing wears, undistinguished vibrational frequencies will appear which may hide the
specific wear of the bearing.
By using the continuous monitoring system, the distinct defects can be diagnosed before
the frequency domain appears to be noise. Having the defect (or defects) known, the
continuous monitoring should indicate which time the bearing will fail.
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F. Misalignment
Misalignment is characterized by a high level of the second harmonic and by high axial
frequency levels (Fig. 2.14).
com = Running Speed ofPart
X
cor CO2m
CO
Fig. 2.14 Example of Misalignment
G. Gear Characteristics
Frequencies which are most commonly associated with gears are gear mesh frequencies.
These frequencies are equal to the number of teeth multiplied by the rotational frequency.
Gear frequencies usually have low level sidebands around the gearmesh frequencies. These
are usually caused by small amounts of eccentricity in the overall shape or backlash
between gear teeth.
Sidebands for the gears are generated by backlash, eccentricity, loading, bottoming and
pulses generated by defects (Fig. 2.15). The sidebands produced are often important in
determining which of the gears is bad. For example, the sidebands around the natural
frequency will help to indicate a running speed which will then indicate which gear is
causing the problem.
17
cop = Natural Frequency ofGear
coR = Running Speed of the Defective Part
X
(G>n-<R)
to.
(0)n+C0R) CO
Fig. 2.15 Example of Sidebands Around the
Natural Frequency
In addition, sidebands located around the running speed of the gear mesh frequency domain
will usually indicate eccentricity (Fig. 2.16).
coG = GearMesh Frequency
co = Frequency Induced by Eccentricity
X
coG
(COc-COe) (COcrfCOe) CO
Fig. 2.16 Example of Sidebands Around the
GearMesh Frequency
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Another indicator of problems associated with gears is the level of the natural frequency.
An impulse that results from large gear defects usually excites the natural frequency of one
or more gears in a set. This is usually the key indicator of a fault, since the gear mesh
frequency does not always change.
1. Problems With Diagnosing Gear Problems
Problems with gears are typically easy to recognize but are usually difficult to interpret.
There are two main problems determining the condition of the gears.
a. Transducer Location
The ability to mount the transducer close to the gears will determine the signal to
noise strength. The clearer the frequency trace, the easier the diagnosis of the defects
associated with the gears.
b. Number of Vibration Sources
The number of vibration sources in a multi-gear drive results in a complex
assortment of gear mesh, and modulation of running speeds.
2. To Optimize Gear Defect Detection
The gear mesh level is not a reliable indicator of the condition of the given set of gears.
Rather, high level sidebands and/or large amounts of energy under the gear mesh or gear
natural frequency components are good indicators that a problem exists. Therefore, to
properly recognize problems associated with gears, a continuous monitoring system
should be developed.
For gear analysis, the transducers should be mounted both in the radial direction for spur
gears and in the axial direction for thrust loads and should be located as close to the
bearing as possible.
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H. Electric Motors
Electrical effects typically show up in the analysis as multiples of the line frequency
(typically 60 hz, Fig. 2.17).
A
X
La
60 120 180 240 /yv
Fig. 2.17 Example ofElectrical Effects
II. EQUIPMENT
A. Equipment To Be Evaluated
The process that being evaluated for this thesis was lamination. The lamination process is
a very complex subject, therefore a simplified model will be represented and tested.
The basic lamination process involves applying a thin coating ofmaterial to a surface. The
process involves moving the surface that is to be coated while keeping the applicator
(hopper)stationary. While the plastic sheet is moving past the applicator, fluid is being
applied at a specific rate. A schematic presentation of the model is shown in Fig. 2.18.
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Gear Drive
Hopper
Velocity of the Film \l
Gear Pump
Fluid Resevoir
LaminatorDrive
Fig. 2.18 Lamination Process Equipment
Ideally, for the process to produce a uniform coating on the plastic sheet, steady state
conditions are required. That is, the speed of the plastic film and the fluid flow should be
constant.
This study concentrated on analyzing the flow to the hopper to determine the causes of
variance of thickness of the laminated material. Rather than examining the whole process
to determine the fluid flow characteristics, specific components were studied and modeled.
The modeled pumping system consisted of a gear pump and a gear pump drive. The hopper
and the drive unit were removed from the study, since the focus revolved around the fluid
flow characteristics. The model that was examined is located at Fig. 2.19.
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Motor Controller
^n>*
Motor To Motor Controller
Gear Drive
Fluid Out
CD
Gear Pump
Fluid Resevoir
Fig. 2.19 Process Equipment that was Examined
The equipment used a mixture which consisted of 10% Glycerin with water to simulate the
fluids that are normally used in the lamination process. It was assumed that the short hose
would cause negligible head loss.
Detailed exploded view of the gear pump and the gear drive are shown in Figures 2.20 and
2.21, respectfully.
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Fig. 2.20 Exploded View ofGear Pump
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NOTE: 10:1 ond 15:1 Ratios Illustrated
PARTS LIST - DOUBLE REDUCTION "T" TYPE
Part# No. ofGear Teeth
17 70
15 22
23 92
26 29
Fig. 2.21 Exploded View ofGear Drive
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B. Vibration Measurement Equipment
To monitor the systems vibrational patterns, special equipment was needed. The equipment
was used to transform a mechanical response vibration into an electrical signal. The signal
can then be transformed into data which can be understood and utilized. The vibration
measurement equipment allows the mechanical system vibrational response to be captured
from the time domain and transformed into the frequency domain. The data can then be used
to evaluate the particular problem or problems.
The following equipment was used for the measurement of data:
1. Linear Vibration
a. Accelerometer: Bruel & Kjar 4370
The accelerometer translates vibrations into an electrical signal. This is
accomplished by the use of piezoelectric discs loaded by seismic masses and held into
position by a clamping ring. When the accelerometer is subjected to vibration, the
mass exerts a variable force on the piezoelectric element. The force on the
piezoelectric element then produces a corresponding electrical charge. The charge
produced by the piezoelectric element is proportional to the acceleration to which the
transducer is subjected.
Mounting techniques include using threaded mounts (preferred), magnet, and a thin
layer of bee's wax. Bee's wax was used in the experiment because of the convenience
and because a threaded stud would be difficult to install in a sealed gear train.
b. Signal Amplifier: Bruel & Kjar 2635
The amplifier is needed to condition the signal that is produced by the accelerometer.
The signal needs to be conditioned because of its low level, and high impedance.
The input signal is fed into the amplifier via a miniature coaxial socket.
The charge
amplifier input eliminates the reduction in transducer sensitivity due to the use
of
long connecting cables. The system also makes
recalibration of the system
unnecessary when changing cables of different
lengths.
Six switchable upper cut-off frequencies are provided by the low-pass filter. This is
placed immediately after the input amplifier in order to filter out
unwanted signal
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components before further amplification. This is particularly valuable when
measuring vibration on machines which have gears. In this case, frequency
components above the band of interest can have higher levels than the measured
signals. The end result may cause an output which might not be separable from the
required signal components. High-pass filters are also used to exclude unwanted
signal and the influence of the accelerometer resonance from measurements. The
signal is finally amplified and the output is then sent to the analyzer. As a note, it
is important for the sensitivity to be set on the amplifier so that it does not overload
the signal.
2. Linear and Angular Vibration
a. Translational Angular Piezo-beam: Kistler system model 8696
This system is like the accelerometer except it is used to determine pure linear and
pure angular conditions. The linear and rotational forces are transformed through
piezo-electric crystals into electric signals.
b. Coupler: Kistler 5130
The coupler is a signal amplifier like the one used for the accelerometer, but
specifically developed for the Translational /Angular Piezo-beam.
3. Pressure Vibrations
a. Pressure Transducer: Kistler 6061
The pressure transducer is a high-impedance piezoelectric instrument The basic
concept is to convert dynamic pressures into a electrical signal output The
construction of the device consists of one or more wafers of crystalline quartz.
Included with the crystalline quartz are electrodes and end piece which are assembled
under compression preload and welded together. The wafers of crystal are orientated
such as to provide a signal which corresponds properly to the input pressure. The
sensing element is installed in a metal case with a metal diaphragm. Pressure
applied to the diaphragm will be transmitted through to the sensing element.
b. Charge Amplifier: Kistler 5004 Dual Mode Amplifier
This amplifier operates in the high impedance charge signal mode, specifically
engineered for quartz transducers. It has a selectable time constant and signal
grounding switch for drift free operation. This amplifier inverts the transducer signal
to produce an analog voltage output.
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4. Trigger
a. Trigger: A Piece of Tape
A piece of tape is applied to the surface of the rotating part. Black tape is applied to
light colored rotating parts while white tape is applied to dark rotating parts. A
small piece of tape, approximately 1 x .5", is placed on the rotating part which
provides a once per revolution trigger signal when used in conjunction with the
Skan-A-Matic sensor at a constant reference point. The leading edge of the trigger
mark should be straight not jagged.
b. Trigger Sensor: Skan-A-Matic
The sensor is used in conjunction with a piece of tape to provide a trigger signal
once every revolution on a rotating part. The Skan-A-Matic tip should be spaced a
minimum of away from the face of the rotating part and be mounted such as not
to cause interference of the rotating part. If the surface of the part is dark then a
white piece of tape should be used as the trigger. The probe's red indicator light
should be lit when located under the black region, and unlit when located under the
white tape. If the Skan-A-Matic indicator light does not react properly, it can either
be adjusted for the focal length or the probe can be relocated closer or further from the
rotating part until the proper performance is attained.
5. Spectrum Analyzer: Hewett Packard 3562A
The spectrum analyzer receives complex electrical signals from the amplifier and performs
a Fourier transform. The signal is broken down into the respective components. Signals
are then displayed in either the time domain or the frequency domain.
a. Features
The HP 3562A has features which allows the user to adjust the signal analyzer to the
specific situations.
i. Power Spectrum
The power spectrum is the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) of the signal
multiplied by its complex conjugate. This spectrum is a convenient way to
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view the spectra after taking a frequency response measurement However, the
power spectrum does not yield the phase information provided by the frequency
measurement That is, the power spectrum measurement shows only the input
signal in the frequency domain.
ii. Peak Hold
Peak hold indicates the maximum input signal values that can occur during the
measurement period.
iii. Range
The range (maximum input voltage) of the analyzer can either be set up
manually or automatically (where the analyzer detects the inputs and
correspondingly it adjusts the range so that the input levels stay in the upper
half of the input range). Autoranging occurs (when it is activated) whenever the
input signal level falls below half range or exceeds full range. However, it does
not interpret averaged measurements.
b. Features to Rid Noise
Noise is a function by itself and it, too, has a frequency domain counterpart. Thus,
when noise is added to the time-domain, a transformed noise counterpart will be also
added to the signal's frequency-domain function. However, a random noise usually
has an average value which tends towards zero in the long term. Therefore averages
of repetitive signals helps to reduce the level of additive noise.
i. Averaging
Averaging is used to improve the measurement and analysis because it helps to
remove random signals. The averaged measurements can provide either
improved statistical accuracy or signal-to-noise ratios. The important averaging
functions are as following:
Stable Average
Stable averaging weights all data the same, therefore it uses the fundamental
arithmetic mean for the number of averages selected.
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Exponential Averaging
Exponential averaging emphasizes the most recent data, thus creating a moving
average. Exponential averaging continues until the measurement is paused.
Even though the process is continuous, the number of averages is important
because the weighting of the new versus old data is dependent on the number of
averages selected. As the number of averages increases, the old records are
weighted less.
ii. Windows
The FFT assumes all signals are periodic and may
'smear'
the results. Windows
are time domain functions that reduce the effects of leakage, the smearing of
energy across the frequency spectrum. Leakage is usually caused by signals
which are not periodic in the time domain. The important windows that were
considered are:
Harm:
The Hann window attenuates the input signal at both ends of the time record,
which forces the signal to appear periodic. It's main advantage is greater
frequency resolution. However, the disadvantage of the Hann window include
inaccuracies for transforming sinusoidal signals into correct frequencies and
amplitudes.
Flat:
The Flat top window provides an accurate amplitude readout However, theHat
Top uses a 'flatter
shape'
which attenuates the signal causing inaccuracies in
frequency resolution.
Uniform :
Normally the FFT of an analyzer assumes that no matter what kind of signal is
acquired, the data is repeated every window length (A window is the finite time
interval for which data is taken). This may cause problems in the case of
transient responses. At this point the FFT will assume that the signal is
periodic and equal to the window length. Taking a view that the input signal
will appear periodic to the analyzer, the FFT will indicate discrete frequencies of
a repeated nature even though this may not be the case.
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However, the uniform window uses a rectangular shape that weights all parts of
the time record equally. Therefore the uniform window does not force the signal
to appear periodic in the time record and it is normally only used with functions
which the period of the input signal fits within the time window.
iii. Overload Rejection
A signal which is overloading (magnitude of the signal exceeds the input range)
the analyzer will be distorted in the measurement record. Therefore, if an
overload signal is included with an average, it will distort the data. To avoid
this, overload rejection should be used. When used, the analyzer will only use
data which is undistorted. If the records are rejected, the analyzer will continue
to measure and average until it collects the requested number of undistorted
records.
vi. Trigger
In order to have accurate results for a signal that is being transformed from the
time domain to the frequency domain, there should be an integer number of
cycles acquired within the window.
Therefore, a trigger is used on some measurements to constructively add
components which are occurring every revolution and to reduce noise
unassociated with the rotating part in question. The trigger level allows a
person to adjust the amount of voltage needed to
'trigger'
the analyzer for data
collection.
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Chapter 3
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The theoretical analysis provides approximate values for the natural frequencies and excitation
frequencies of the components of the pumping system. These values will help in the analysis
of the experimental results.
I. ANALYSIS OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES
This part of the examination was necessary to determine if any natural frequencies were being
excited while the pump and drive system were being operated. If the pumping system were
running at its natural frequencies, then a destructive outcome might happen or may indicate a
specific mechanical component problem.
When studying a complex rotary system, such as a drive system, it is necessary to build a
model. The theoretical examination assumes an idealized model (or structure). Creating a
simple idealized structure allows a person to calculate the natural frequencies easily. Figure
3.1 represents the original gear drive system.
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Gear#l Roller Bearing
Motor
Roller Bearing
Gear #2
Taper Bearing
p
Roller Bearing
Gear #3
Gear #4
Fig. 3.1 Gear Drive System
Assumptions for Modeling
The analytical modeling had the following assumptions:
1. Gears: The gears were assumed to be rigid with the exception of the teeth.
2. Shafts: The shafts were modeled as springs, in both rotational and bending directions.
Figure 3.2 represents the idealized model adopted for the gear drive system (Fig. 3.1) under
investigation.
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Motor
mfm-m^m
Fig. 3.2 Modeled Gear Drive System
A. Gears
Each gear tooth was modeled as a cantilever beam with one end fixed and the other end free
to vibrate (Fig. 3.3). Since the gear teeth have triangular geometry, a simple beam
idealization would not be sufficient to satisfy the boundary conditions to determine the gears
natural frequencies. Therefore the energy method was employed to provide the natural
frequency of the individual teeth.
The energy calculation (derivation found in Appendix B.l) for the gear teeth using the
limits (which were determined through the geometry) is indicated by Equation 3.1.
coG= 4.66
H /e
(3.1)
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where:
H = Height ofGear
L = Length ofGear
P = Density
E = Modulus ofElasticity
* Z.
^ HL^- t
k
^ T ^
Fig. 3.3 Modeled Gear Tooth
The results of the gear fundamental frequencies for the gear pump and drive unit are shown
in Table 3.1.
Linear Frequencies
B. Shafts
Type Gear Frequency
GearDrive 1.85 Mhz
Gear Pump 1.69 Mhz
Table 3.1 Gear Teeth Frequencies
The shafts of the gear pumps and gear drive train have natural frequencies associated with
both bending and torsion. Therefore the theoretical analysis will examine both. The
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natural frequencies of the shafts were determined through simplified models of the gear drive
system.
. Bending
To determine the natural frequencies of the gear drive unit an analytical had to be
developed. Individual components, such as shafts and gears, can vibrate or act as an
dynamic absorber. Therefore the system needs to be analyzed for natural frequencies, both
as a system and as individual components. However, to analyze the system as a whole
for bending natural frequencies (linear) is practically impossible without using advance
computational software, or making assumptions which would make the end result
invalid. The individual shafts have the ability to bend in all directions, therefore
inhibiting the development of a practical model. Therefore, the analytical work for the
linear natural frequencies will only look at the affects from the individual components.
The shafts were supported on each end, either by bearings or seals. The shafts and gear
systems were assumed to have gears mounted in the center of the of the corresponding
shafts. This allowed the gear system to be analyzed more readily. The two types of
bearings that were used in the gear drive system were taper and roller bearings. Since it
was difficult to assume whether the shafts'ends were reacting with either pinned or fixed
boundary conditions, both ways were examined. Results of both analyses are expected to
provide an upper and lower border for the true natural frequency. The fixed assumption
implies a zero slope and creates a reaction moment. The pinned analysis on the other
hand, allows free rotation and therefore a zero reaction moment Figure 3.4 and 3.5
represent the modeled shafts with the end conditions of fixed and pinned, respectfully.
The gear drive system and gear pumps were examined as simple models. The gears were
assumed to have their concentrated masses acting at the center of the shafts. The moment
of inertia was calculated using the average shaft diameter. The calculations assumed that
the ends of the shafts satisfy the boundary conditions.
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The shafts of the gear drive system were modeled as the following:
Fig. 3.4 Modeled ShaftWith Fixed Ends
7777777"
Fig. 3.5 Modeled ShaftWith Pinned Ends
The fixed and pinned end equations (derivations found in Appendix B.2 and B.3,
respectfully) are indicated by Equations 3.2 and 3.3.
a) The Fixed end
co. V 192 EI(M + 034nm) 1J (3.2)
b) The Pinned End
coP=
V (M+
48 EI
0.49m)
l3
(3.3)
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Where:
M = Mass ofGears
m = Mass of Shafts
E = Modulus of Elasticity
I = Moment of Inertia
1 = Length of the Shafts
The results of the calculations of the modeled shafts are located in Table 3.2.
Linear Frequencies
Type Shaft # 1 Shaft #2 Shaft # 3
Fixed 2.53 Khz 1.61 Khz 955 hz
Pinned 1.17 Khz 801 hz 474 hz
Table 3.2 Linear Frequencies From Bending
2. Angular
The system not only has vibration due to simple bending of the shafts, but also has
vibration in the angular (torsional) direction. That is, the shafts act as coils which try to
resist against twisting. In doing so, the system will oscillate until it has reached a steady
state condition.
Since the shafts did not have a constant diameter through out their lengths, the shafts
were assumed to be springs connected in series. The assumption considered each section
(diameter) to be a spring connected to another section (diameter) in series.
The shafts were modeled with Fixed ends with the Gear assumed to be located in the
center. The idealized model was examined with two different boundary conditions: 1) one
fixed, one free, and 2) fixed-fixed. The first way (see Equation 3.4) modeled the shaft as if
the
'J' (equivalence moment of inertia of the shaft and gear) was held still and left end of
the shaft was twisted (top row, Table 3.3). Then vice versa (see Equation 3.5), where the
end that was stationary is now twisted, and the left end is now stationary (second row,
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Table 3.3). This first method represents the twisting action that may be induced while
the other end is free to rotate. An example of this could be the torque that is being
transferred from Gear #4 (see Figure 3.1) to the output, the pump, through shaft #3. The
K5 (see Figure 3.2) modeled section is under relatively little resistance from the gear,
where as the K6 section is receiving resistance from the pump. The second analysis (see
Equation 3.6) examined the shafts as if both ends were held and the 'J' (gear) was twisted
(third row, Table 3.3). The second method assumes that resistance will occur from both
ends. Note that the number stated in quotations correspond to the modeled spring section
of the modeled gear drive unit in Figure 3.2.
Fig. 3.6 Modeled Shaft For Rotational Direction
(3.4)
/k2
(3.5)
/kT+k2
(3.6)
The angular frequencies were also examined as if the gear drive unit
was operating as a
combined system, rather than only examining the individual shaft
components (Table
3.3, fourth row). The analysis of the gear drive examined the
transmission of torsional
movement through the components. Starting at the motor, the angular movement was
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being transmitted through Ki (shaft #1) (refer to Figure 3.2) to gear #1. The torsional
energy was then transferred to shaft #2 through the gear interaction between gear #1 and
#2. The rotational energy was then transferred to shaft #3 via the interaction between
gears #3 and #4;. Finally, the torsional movement was then transferred to the pump by
means of K6 (shaft #3). The gear drive unit was then modeled as if shaft #2 and its
components
'floated' between shaft #1 and #3. The system was assumed to have
negligible torsion resistance due to the bearings, and gear teeth were considered rigid.
Equation 3.7 was derived (see Appendix B.4 for derivation) and used in the examination.
co
K1 + K,
vN2N4y
J! + (J2+J3)
/N\
vN2y
+ L
N,N3
N2Nj (3.7)
Angular Frequencies
Type Shaft #1 Shaft #2 Shaft #3
Kn
(1) 60.8 Khz
(2) 7.24 Khz
(3) 8.55 Khz
(4) 8.92 Khz
(5) 4.27 Khz
(6) 2.09 Khz
<Vs (1&2) 61.3 Khz (3&4) 12.4 Khz (5&6) 4.75 Khz
Combined 3.98 Khz
Table 3.3 Angular Frequencies
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II. EXCITATION FREQUENCIES
This section examines the frequencies which could result from the actual running of the
machine. The analysis examined shafts, bearings and gears which were in motion. The
analysis is based on the simplified model of the gear pump and gear drive unit shown in
Figure 3.7.
Gear#l
N = 29 Roller Bearing #1
Motor
Roller Bearing #2
Gear #2
N = 70
Taper Bearing
Roller Bearing #3
ear #3
N = 22
Taper Bearing #5
External
Gears
N = 42
Pump Gears
N = 26
Fig. 3.7 Modeled Gear Drive and Pump
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A. Shafts
Each shaft (Fig. 3.7) produces a rotational frequency equal to its running speed. The
running speed of each shaft can be found from the gear ratios.The gear drive train was taken
apart to view the gear drive system and the number of teeth associated with each gear.
Knowing the gear ratios and knowing the output rotational speed, the gear speeds for the
different shafts could be determined. Equation 3.8 is an example of the frequency
calculation for shaft #1 (see Fig. 3.7).
S
60[n3>
(K,\
vNiy (3.8)
Where:
/s = Shaft Frequency (cycles / s)
Nn = Number ofGear Teeth
S = Shaft Speed (rev /min)
B. Gears
The gears each produce frequencies (gearmeshing frequencies) associated with the running
speed of the gear and the gear teeth. This is found by multiplying the corresponding shaft
speed by the number of gear teeth found with the gear, i.e:
nNS
h - <39
where:
/g = Gear Frequency (cycles / s)
n = Harmonic Number
N = Number ofTeeth on Gear
S = Shaft Speed (rev /min)
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C. Bearings
Bearings have many frequencies generated from their rotation. This is due to the
complexity and the number of components within the bearing. The bearings have
frequencies that are generated from the outer race, inner race, ball defect and the ball speed
when rotated.
Outer Race
InnerRace
Fig. 3.8 Modeled Bearing
The analysis of the bearings used Equations 3.10
- 3.13 [14].
1. DefectOn Outer Race (DOOR)
n (RPM)
DOOR=-
2 60
B<*
.1 cosq>
(3.10)
2. Defect On InnerRace (DOIR)
DOIR-H^)
2 60
1 cospI Pd ) (3.11)
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3. Ball Spin Frequency (BSF) Ball Defect
BSF
pd (RPM)
2Bd 60 vPjy
cos <(>
(3.12)
4. Fundamental Train Frequency (FTF)
FTF_KRPM)
2 60
'i Bd1 - cosp
pd (3.13)
Where:
Pd = Pitch Diameter
Bd = Ball Diameter
4 = Ball Contact Angle
Tapered bearings were also a part of the gear drive structure. However, unlike the ball
bearings, tapered bearings do not have idealized equations to determine their rotational
frequencies. Rather, some assumptions were made to allow use of the above equations.
Since there was no specific pitch diameter to a tapered bearing, an assumption was made to
average the diameters from both the smallest and largest end. By doing so, it assumes that
the pitch diameter is in the middle of the tapered piece. A graphical representation is shown
in Figure 3.9.
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Fig. 3.9 Modeled Tapered Bearing
The diameters of the rollers for the the tapered bearings were assumed to be the ball
diameters. By assuming the average of the tapered section to be the pitch diameter and the
cylindrical diameter to be the ball diameter, the analysis was able to utilize the e basic ball
bearing equations.
D. Results of Theoretical Excitation Frequencies
Table 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 represent the frequencies generated when the gear drive unit output is
operated at 30 rpm, 60 rpm and 120 rpm, respectively. Shafts 1, 2 and 3 referred in the
Tables are those shown in Figure 3.7. The columns are set up such that they correspond to
the parts that associated with a particular shaft For example, column 1 indicates the shaft
speed of shaft 1, the gear meshing frequency between gear #1 and #2, and the bearing at the
end of the shaft #1 (opposite the motor). The rows indicate the particular frequencies that
are associated with the parts. For example, row 1 indicates the frequency generated by the
three shafts in rotation. Row 2 indicates the frequency generated between the gears between
the shafts (example, the gear mesh frequency generated between shaft #1 and shaft #2 (Gears
#1 and #2 respectively)). Row 3, only relevant to shaft #3, indicates the frequency
generated between the external gears. Since the number of teeth for the external gears are
exacdy the same, it means the pump is driven at the same speed as shaft #3. Therefore, to
simplify the charts for the gear drive and pump, the pump was listed under shaft #3 (row 4).
Rows 6 through 9 represent the frequencies that are generated by the bearings that
correspond to each column and row 5.
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Excitation Frequencies
Drive Speed = 30 rpm
Type Shaft # 1 Shaft # 2 Shaft #3
Shaft 5.1 hz 2.1 hz 0.5hz
Internal Gears 147 hz 46 hz
External Gear 21 hz
Internal Pump
Gear
13 hz
Bearing 1 Bearing 2 & 3 Bearing 4 Bearing 5
DOOR 14.0 hz 5.8 hz 2.9 hz 2.9 hz
DOIR 21.3 hz 8.8 hz 4.1 hz 4.1 hz
BSF 11.6hz 4.8 hz 1.5 hz 1.5 hz
FTF 2.0 hz 0.8 hz 0.2 hz 0.2 hz
Table 3.4 Running Frequencies at 30 RPM
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Excitation Frequencies
Drive Speed = 60 rpm
Type Shaft # 1 Shaft #2 Shaft #3
Shaft 10.1 hz 4.2 hz 1.0 hz
Internal Gears 294 hz 92 hz
External Gear 42 hz
Internal Pump
Gear
26 hz
Bearing 1 Bearing 2 & 3 Bearing 4 Bearing 5
DOOR 28.0 hz 11.6 hz 5.9 hz 5.8 hz
DOIR 42.7 hz 17.7 hz 8.1 hz 8.2 hz
BSF 23.3 hz 9.6 hz 3.1 hz 2.9 hz
FTF 4.0 hz 1.7 hz 0.4 hz 0.4 hz
Table 3.5 Running Frequencies at 60 RPM
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Excitation Frequencies
Drive Speed = 120 rpm
Type Shaft #1 Shaft # 2 Shaft #3
Shaft 20.2 hz 8.4 hz 2.0 hz
Internal Gears 588 hz 184 hz
External Gear 84 hz
Internal Pump
Gear
52 hz
Bearing 1 Bearing 2 & 3 Bearing 4 Bearing 5
DOOR 56.0 hz 23.2 hz 11.8 hz 11.6hz
DOIR 85.3 hz 35.4 hz 16.2 hz 16.3 hz
BSF 46.5 hz 19.3 hz 6.1 hz 5.8 hz
FTF 7.9 hz 3.3 hz 0.8 hz 0.8 hz
Table 3.6 Running Frequencies at 120 RPM
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Chapter 4
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
This chapter discusses the development of the procedures that were used in the experiment
The experimental analysis examined linear natural frequencies, angular natural frequencies and
excitation frequencies.
I. NATURAL FREQUENCIES
Determining the natural frequencies of a system is important for future predictive maintenance
strategies. Knowing the natural frequencies is also important if part of these frequencies show
up at typical running speeds. Different types ofnatural frequencies are produced from rotary
systems as compared with non-rotating systems. That is, there are natural frequencies
associated with both the bending and the angular directions. The methods employed in the
test consisted of using a
'regular'
accelerometer to determine the linear frequencies while a
piezo-beam accelerometerwas primarily used to determine the angular frequencies of the gear
system.
A. Linear Natural Frequencies
This section of the test used a regular accelerometer and a piezo beam as a means of trying
to determine the natural frequencies associated with the linear direction. The piezo beam set
up has two outputs from the signal amplifier. One of the outputs is used to determine
angular frequencies while the other output is used to determine linear frequencies. Since
the principle function of using the piezo beam was to determine the angular frequencies, the
outlined experimental procedure and development will be found in the next section under
angular natural frequencies.
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1. Test Development
The regular accelerometer did not have to be mounted on the shaft, therefore it allowed
test development to be quite diverse. Different test procedures had to be developed since
there were problems with exciting the system to get the linear natural frequencies. The
differentmethods that were evaluated included the simple impact, run down and mapping.
a. Impact
The first test trials at exciting the linear natural frequencies utilized methods of
impact. The impact method was performed by three different ways in order to try to
excite the natural frequencies. The first trial at exciting the natural frequencies
consisted ofmounting the accelerometer on the the housing and striking the shaft
axially. This was done in the hopes that the natural frequencies would be excited,
but this did not work. The second trial consisted of striking the shaft in a rotational
direction. This was done by clamping a vise-grip onto the shaft and striking it to
introduce rotation. The third method of impact that was tried, consisted of turning
the drive unit on and off in hopes of producing an impact. Once again, the results
were inconsistent and did not produce repeatable natural frequencies results.
b. Run Down
Rather than utilizing the impact method, another procedure had to be used. A basic
'run down' was tried in which the analyzer was set up to average the data. The 'run
down'
procedure did not seem to provide repeatable results. The run down consisted
of running the gear drive at its maximum speed. At some point, the motor is turned
off. While the drive train was slowing down its rotation, the analyzer was collecting
data and performing an average. The average was performed to remove any
frequencies which were related to the speed of the components. Even though the
technique seemed plausible, the run down technique did not provide repeatable results.
c. Mapping
The previous methods did not provide repeatable linear natural frequency plots,
therefore another method had to be utilized. Instead, this segment of the experiment
used a
'mapping'
strategy [15]. The
'mapping'
strategy uses a simple idea to
determine the natural frequencies. Like the 'ran
down'
procedure, determining the
natural frequencies will rely on the principle that the speed independent frequencies
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will show up in nearly every time record. However, unlike the 'run
down'
procedure,
the data is not averaged together. Instead the frequency plots are 'mapped out'. That
is, the frequency plots are laid out on the screen such that the different frequency
traces are plotted offset with the previous traces. A graphical representation is
explained in the following example and figures.
Arbitrary speed frequency plots are stored to the screen while additional speed plots
are continuously being added onto the screen (a step by step acquisition is shown in
Figure 4.1 a, b, c, and d) until a
'map' is developed. Ideally, the natural frequencies
can be picked off by drawing a line parallel to the offset through the frequencies
which are speed independent (see dashed line in Figure 4. Id).
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(b)
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(c)
Speed Independent
/
Speed Dependent
/
/
(d)
Fig 4.1 Example ofMapping Strategy
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2. Experiment Procedure
The experimental equipment set up is shown in Figure 4.2, which indicates how the
'regular'
accelerometer was utilized in the test The basic testing procedure consisted of
mapping out the data associated with the running speeds. The mapping of the data
allowed the frequencies not associated with the running speeds to signify a straight line.
Accelerometer
Motor \ TMotor Controller
GearDrive
Motor Controller
CD
To Analyzer
Amplifier
Analyzer
2 a a a aa aa a 5
a a o =
dd a H^iA
O O
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Inputs
Fig 4.2 Experimental Set Up to Measure Linear
Natural Frequencies
The procedure to measure the linear natural frequencies of the system using mapping are as follows.
1) Linear frequencies are acquired through the use of a regular accelerometer
mounted on the housing of the gear drive system. Bees wax was used as the
means to mount the accelerometer to the gear drive housing.
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2) Connect the electrical output of the accelerometer to the corresponding signal
conditioner, with the output going to the signal analyzer.
3) Set up the HP 3562A signal analyzer for transient responses (see set up below).
The capital letters represent the abbreviated form found on the analyzer.
MEASure MODE LINEAR RESolution
SELECT MEASurement POWER SPECtrum
CHannel 1 & 2 ACTIVE
WINDOW UNIFORM (NONE) *see note
below
FREQuency FREQuency SPAN = 100 khz
ZERO START
RANGE CHANnel 1 RANGE = 5.99 Vpk
CHANnel 2 RANGE = 5.99 Vpk
MEASured Displacement POWER SPECtrum 1
POWER SPECtrum 2
SCALE YAUTO
SELECT TRIGger MANual
The uniform window was chosen because it does not force the window to appear
periodic in the time record. Therefore, this window is good for functions which are
self-windowing (i.e.. transients or bursts).
4) The speed of the drive unit was set to 10 rpm. When ready, the analyzer was
triggered and stored to the screen. The speed of the drive unit was then
increased by increments of 10 rpm and the analyzer was again triggered. This
was continuously done until all necessary data was stored to the screen.
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B. Angular Natural Frequencies
This section of the test used a piezo-beam accelerometer as a means of trying to determine
the natural frequencies associated in the angular (rotational) direction. Ideally the piezo-
beam should be mounted on one end of a shaft while the other end of the shaft be securely
fixed. The system then needs to be excited in the rotational direction. In doing so, the
shafts in a gear drive will try to rotate back and forth which in turn should excite the shafts'
natural rotational frequencies. The piezo-beam will then translate the signals into an
electrical signal which then can be sent to the signal analyzer.
1. Test Development
The piezo-beam had to be fixed to the shaft, therefore it had to be mounted on the free
end to allow the system to freely vibrate. However, since there was no method available
to fix the other end of the pump drive system, the ideal test method could not be used.
Therefore othermethods had to be developed to determine a way to measure the angular
natural frequencies.
a. Impact
The first method tried to excite the shaft through the use of an impulse which was
produced by turning on and off the motor quickly (hopefully producing a impulse to
the system which would excite the natural frequencies). The problem with this
method was the inability of the motor and gear drive to produce a sudden impact.
The system took too much time to rotate to a high speed and also took too much
time to stop rotating. Without a true impulse, the output from the system did not
produce frequency data which was repeatable. Since the system did not produce
measurable natural frequencies, a differentmethod had to be developed.
b. Sine Sweep
The next method that was evaluated was sine sweep. The sine sweep test was done
to avoid the need to fix one end of the gear train and to hopefully provide a means of
exciting the natural rotational frequencies. The sine sweep consisted of setting the
speed of the pump to a high rpm and then continuously lowering the speed until the
gear drive stopped rotating. While this was happening, the analyzer was taking the
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frequency data and performing an averaging process in order to remove all frequencies
associated with the input speed. The canceling of the
'running' frequencies would
then produce a frequency plot which contained only natural frequencies.
Graphically, the sine sweep would take the data at the different frequencies and
perform an average. The example below illustrates four different input running
speeds of a operating machine. The frequency plots a - d represent the machine being
operated at four different speeds with a natural frequency being stimulated. The fifth
frequency (d) plot represents the averaged results of the previous plots. The data that
showed up in every time record will stay while those frequencies that were speed
related will vanish (e). Ideally, the frequencies which are left over are the natural
frequencies.
(a)
(b)
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(c)
CO W4C0
(d)
CO CO
(e)
Fig 4.3 Graphical Representation of Sine Sweep
These 'leftover'frequencies that were always excited were considered the natural
frequencies for the pump system. Since the sine sweep seemed the only method to
produce any frequency data, it was chosen as the testmethod for gathering all angular
frequency data
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The sine sweep procedure had a problem of the wire wrapping around the shaft as the
shaft was being turned, which could possibly induce a frequency into the results and
hamper the true readings. Since the piezo beam was mounted on the shaft care had
to be taken to prevent the wire from tangling as the motor was turned on and put
through the different speeds.
Experiment Procedure
The experiment equipment set up is shown in Figure 4.4, which indicates how the
piezo beam was utilized in the test. The basic testing procedure of the sine sweep
consisted of averaging out the data associated with the running speeds. The
averaging of the data allowed the frequencies associated with the running speeds to
cancel out.
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Motor Controller
<^1>
Motor
Gear Drive
Piezo-Beam Amplifier
To Analyzer
Analyzer
TjvmBrl^Hyflj
-/V^
aaa
g odd2 ODD
OOO
44
Inputs
Fig 4.4 Experimental Set Up to Measure Angular
Natural Frequencies
The procedure to measure the angular natural frequencies of the system using sine
sweep are as follows:
1) Angular frequencies were acquired through the use of the piezo-beam mounted
on the output shaft of the gear drive system. Bees wax was used as the
means to mount the piezo-beam to the shaft.
2) Connect the electrical output of the piezo-beam to the corresponding signal
conditioner, with the outputs going to the signal analyzer.
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3) Set up the HP3562A signal analyzer for transient responses (see set up below).
The capital letters represent the abbreviated form found on the analyzer.
MEASure MODE LINEAR RESolution
SELECT MEASurement POWER SPECtrum
CHannel 1 & 2 ACTIVE
WINDOW UNIFORM (NONE)
AVeraGes NUMBER AVeraGes = 50
STABLE (MEAN)
Overload REJection ON
FREQuency FREQuency SPAN = 100 khz
ZERO START
RANGE CHANnel 1 RANGE = 5.99 Vpk
CHANnel 2 RANGE = 5.99 Vpk
MEASured Displacement POWER SPECtrum 1
POWER SPECtrum 2
SCALE YAUTO
The uniform window was chosen because it does not force the window to appear
periodic in the time record. Therefore, this window is good for functions which are
self-windowing (i.e.. transients or bursts).
4) The speed of the drive unit was set to its highest speed. When ready, the
analyzer was started at the instant the motor controller was turned on.
5) The speed of the drive unit was continuously reduced manually at a
semi-
constant rate until it reached zero. While doing so, the analyzer collected the
transient data and performed an average.
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II. EXCITATION FREQUENCIES
The main objective of the experiment was to examine how mechanical vibrations affect the
flow characteristics of the output from the pump. The first part of the experiment examined
the natural frequencies which could be stimulated through running the pump system. This
part of the experiment examined the excitation frequencies, or frequencies which result from
mechanical components in movement
Time was a limiting factor for the experiment, therefore a complete study of the gear train was
not done at that particular time. Since the primary objective of the experiment was to
examine the flow characteristics of the pump, amethod had to be developed to plot the flow
characteristics, indicating the flow uniformity and the frequencies which these happen at.
A. Flow Measurement
To measure the flow uniformity, there was a choice between using a pressure transducer or
a mass flow meter. The pressure transducer was chosen since the main reason for this test
was to provide an in depth examination of the flow characteristics. The mass flow meter
was not helpful since its primary design had a low sampling rate. However, the sampling
rate of the pressure transducer was high enough to provide an accurate graphical
representation when used in conjunction with a digital signal analyzer.
B. Test Development
After choosing the type of flow measurement device, a procedure had to be developed to
produce accurate frequency and time domain spectrums which can be used to describe the
pumping system for the lamination process. To provide accurate results, much of the
random noise had to be removed. In order to remove the random noise, the decision was
made to average the samples.
There are two basic ways to average samples. One can average the samples by averaging
the frequency domain data, or by averaging the time domain data.
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1. Frequency Domain
In performing an FFT, the analyzer will assume that no matter what kind of signal is
being acquired, the data will repeat itself every window length. Real world applications
have noise and jitter which is inputted into the analyzer as part of the data for the signal.
The FFT will transform the noise from the time domain into frequency counter parts.
Therefore, any time domains with noise will have the frequency spectrums which are
distorted. Ideally, the distorted frequency records will be averaged to produce accurate
signal profiles. In reality, the frequency signal records became distorted.
The frequency domain, by itself, did not produce enough information to characterize the
flow pattern of the pumps. Even though the frequency profiles did provide useful
information, they did not provide a picture of the pulsations involved in the flow.
2. Time Domain
The time domain is important since it provides information which characterizes the flow
of the pump. The time domain provides a signature of the flow in a means that is easily
understood and referenced. It is difficult to relate the frequency domain to a particular
defect or how the flow profile looks unless presented in the time domain. Therefore it is
important to provide an accurate time domain signal.
Examining the methods of averaging, the decision was made to average the time signal
and then transform it into the frequency domain, rather than averaging the frequency
spectrum. Having the time domain will help in determining the flow uniformity, and the
frequency spectrum will indicate the source of the variability. Since the FFT is calculated
from the time signal, having an accurate starting point would help to ensure an accurate
outcome of information.
However, the first trial experimentations indicated the time average signal usually went to
zero even though the pumps had a frequency response produced while operating. I
concluded that the signal was not using a stable
'reference'
mark. That is, even though
the data acquisition time period was correct the start of the following samples was not
the same. Rather, if the signal was averaged without a reference point (trigger point), the
addition of other signals may actually cancel out the previous signals. As an example,
consider a sinusoidal wave inputted to the analyzer with its window length enclosed by
the dashed area (the window contains 1 cycle with in the window span) is represented by
Figure 4.5a. If the signal was continuously being measured within the window frame,
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with the second signal being exactly the same but it's reference starting point is a 1/2
cycle (worst case scenario) from where the first measurement left off, then graphically it
will look like Figure 4.5b. Averaging the two signals together will cause each of them
to cancel which will tell nothing about the true signal, Figure 4.5c.
X
t
(a)
t
(b)
t
(c)
Fig 4.5 Example ofWorst Case Average Scenario
for an Untriggered Periodic Signal
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However, if a triggered input were used instead, it would use the same reference point
which would force the peaks and valleys to correspond correctly. That is, if the machine
being modeled had two cycles per revolution and only 1 1/2 of the signal can be captured,
the analyzer would wait until itwas triggered before it would grab the next set of data.
Figures 4.6a and 4.6b represent captured waveforms from a triggered source. The average
of the two plots is represented by Figure 4.6c.
t
t
(c)
Fig 4.6 Example of an Averaged Triggered
Periodic Signal
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Triggering forces the starting point of the signals to be at the same point Without
triggering, the signals may not correspond correctly. This may lead to distortion of the
data. This allows the analyzer to combine signals from the same reference point, and
therefore the signals should be in phase'and the peaks should correspond correctly.
Therefore, to get an accurate time averaged signal, there was a need for additional
equipment Examining the capabilities of the analyzer, a decision was made to
experiment with an external trigger. A trigger was used to provide a reference point at
which time the analyzer should start to input the data into the calculations. This allowed
the analyzer to combine signals from the same reference point, and therefore the signals
should have been 'in phase'and the peaks should correspond correctly. This can also
allow a person to relate the peaks and valleys to rpm or relative position. The frequency
domain only indicates the frequencies of the flow characteristics but it does not indicate
how the system was responding at those particular frequencies or how the flow is
fluctuating.
The experiment used a pressure transducer, amplifier, analyzer as a means of determining
the flow characteristics. The set up for the the experiment is illustrated in Figure 4.7.
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Motor Controller
^K
Motor To Motor Controller
Gear Drive
Fluid Out
Output from Trigger
(not shown)
Analyzer
HvmBrtaHTWA
-v/V^
ooo
Fluid Resevoir
4
Input
To Analyzer
/
Trigger
Fig 4.7 Experimental Set Up to Measure
Excitation Frequencies
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The procedure to measure the excitation frequencies from the fluid are as following:
1) Mount the pump in the vise located on the gear drive platform such that the gear
teeth on the pump mesh with the teeth on the drive.
2) The trigger was set by placing a small 1/4" strip of white tape on the pump's gear.
The Skan-A-Matic was clamped in a special vise and aimed perpendicular to the
gear. The Skan-A-Matic was then moved to adjust the focal length until the
trigger was producing the correct voltage output. The output of the Skan-A-Matic
was sent to the trigger input of the dynamic signal analyzer.
3) Connect a hose from the fluid reservoir to the inlet of the gear pump. Connect the
pump's output hose to the pressure transducer, with the output connected to the
'hopper'. The hopper is then allowed to drain into the fluid reservoir.
4) Connect the electrical output of the pressure transducer to the signal
conditioner/amplifier. The signal conditioner was then set to match the calibration
data supplied with the pressure transducer.
5) Connect the output from the conditioner to the dynamic signal analyzer. Set up
the signal analyzer as follows for an averaged time signal input where the capital
letters represent the abbreviated form found on the analyzer.
MEASurement MODE LINEAR RESolution
SELECT MEASurement POWER SPECtrum
CHANNEL 1 & 2 ACTIVE
WINDOW UNIFORM (NONE)
AVeraGing NUMBER AVerGeS =
STABLE (MEAN)
TIME AVeraGing
"ON"
Overload REJect
"ON"
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FREQuency TIME LENGTH = * (see note
below)
ZERO START frequency
RANGE AUTO 1 UP & DOWN
AUTO 2 UP & DOWN
INPUT COUPLE CHANNEL 1 "DC
FLOAT CHANnel 1
FLOAT CHANnel 2
SELECT TRIGger EXTernal
TRIGger LEVEL = 3 VOLTS
SLOPE "-" (negative)
6) The outputwas set to the desired speed and the data acquisition was started with the
input time signal being averaged.
*
Time length of each measurement should be less than or equal to the
time period
for the rotating part to make one revolution. The
time length is the time domain
data required to perform one FFT.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter will examine the results from the experiments outlined in the previous chapter.
This chapter will also compare the experimental results with the theoretical calculations found
in Chapter 3.
I. NATURAL FREQUENCIES
Recall that determining the natural frequencies was important since they can be used to
indicate particular future wear problems. The natural frequencies could be excited if an impact
occurs from a defective gear, shaft that is bent or some other problem within the gear drive
system. Knowing the natural frequencies is also important when used in conjunction with a
predictive maintenance strategy. Using a predictive maintenance strategy in the future can be
used to repair a problem before failure or before the flow fluctuations go above the process
limits. Knowing the defect or vibration source can help to predict the service life of the parts.
That is, the strategy will diagnose when the part may fail or when the process limits will be
exceeded. In doing so, the repair may be scheduled at a convenient time rather than at the
moment of failure, which may be in the middle of production where the whole assembly line
might have to be shut down. Since the parts could be replaced before the process limits are
exceeded, less waste will be generated from not meeting the quality control specifications.
A. Linear Frequencies
The linear frequencies were determined through the use of a
'regular'
accelerometer, and
using the mapping strategy oudined in the previous chapter. The mapping strategy
basically viewed the frequencies which were independent of the running speed of the shafts
to be the natural frequencies. That is, the natural frequencies of the system are independent
of the running speed, except under the special case when the running speed equals the
natural frequency which will cause resonance.
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1. Results
Experimental profiles for the linear natural frequencies are located in Figures 5.3 through
5.7. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 represent data that was acquired through the use of a regular
accelerometer. Figures 5.5 through 5.7 represent frequency plots that were acquired
through the use of the piezo beam accelerometer. As mentioned before, the piezo beam
had data output for both the angular frequencies and the linear frequencies. The acquired
linear natural frequencies signatures from the piezo-beam accelerometer are located in the
lower section of the frequency plots (Figures 5b, 6b, 7b). The upper portions (Figures
5a, 6a, 7a) of the frequency plots are for the angular natural frequencies.
The examination of the results from the regular accelerometer (figures 5.3 and 5.4)
indicates four frequency spikes which were independent of the running speed and occurs in
majority of the time frames taken. The speed independent frequencies are designated by
lines interconnecting the peaks of the speed independent frequencies and are located in
Table 5.1.
Linear Natural Frequencies
(Hz)
Accelerometer Piezo-Beam
2.5 K
15.2 K
19.5 K
22.25 K
44
450
Table 5.1 Linear Natural Frequencies
A feature of the traces indicates that the natural frequencies did not become excited at the
low running speeds. Rather, the speed of the gear drive unit had to be high enough to
'excite'
the natural frequencies. The stimulation may have been the result of higher
impacts or noise caused by the higher speeds, or damped out by the case.
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The examination of the data from the piezo beam (Figures 5.5b through 5.7b) indicate
only two linear natural frequencies (see Table 5.2). The frequencies which appear to be
linear are 44 and 450 hz. Even though more frequency spikes appear on the plots, the
ones mentioned were the only ones associated purely in the linear direction. The
remainder of the frequencies located in the linear section appear to be either angular
natural frequencies or related to electrical effects. This will be explained in the section
dealing with angular natural frequencies.
2. Theoretical Comparison
The calculated Linear Natural Frequencies range from 474 hz to 1.85 Mhz (Tables 3.1 and
3.2). The output from the regular accelerometer indicates one linear natural frequency
which is approximately equal to one that was calculated for shaft #1 using the Fixed end
boundary conditions. The 2.53 Khz calculated previously closely corresponds to the 2.5
Khz that was determined through the use of the linear accelerometer. The 450 hz linear
natural frequency determined from the piezo-beam is close to a calculated frequency for
shaft number 3 in bending and pinned boundary conditions (474 hz).
3. Discussion
The linear natural frequencies of the gear drive may have been improved by making a few
changes. One important factor would have been the method ofmounting the
accelerometer to the gear drive train. The examination used bee's wax as a means of
mounting the accelerometer to the gear drive housing, but should have used a threaded
stud. A threaded stud would have provided a means ofkeeping the accelerometer's face
tightiy attached against the gear box. The threaded stud would have also provided a means
of allowing the accelerometer to be mounted close to the shafts on the gear housing,
without having the accelerometer fall off after the drive unit was energized. If the
accelerometerwere able to be mounted closer to the shafts, the sensitivity of the signal
would also increase since the signal would not have to
'travel'
as far through the gear
housing and thus would not be dampened out as much (the gear drive unit is made of cast
iron which has good dampening characteristics).
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The experiment might have benefitted by choosing a differentmethod to collect the
linear natural frequency plots. Rather than using the mapping strategy, a method such as
the 'sine sweep' may have worked well. Even though the sine sweep technique had
problems working well with the piezo-beam, the technique should produce clear linear
natural frequency plots. It appears that the sine sweep technique will work well if enough
signals from each rpm are processed and averaged to remove all frequencies which were
induced by the running of the gear drive. More frequency traces are likely to be processed
from the higher running speeds as compared with the low running speeds since it is
difficult to collect equal number of rotations at low versus high running speeds.
Therefore, it might be important to determine a method which will provide approximately
the same number of frequency records at each of the testing speeds.
More testing is needed to verify if the calculated frequencies agree with those found by
experimentation. The equations derived were suited for simple geometry rather than
complex geometries. The equations assumed a simple beam structure, with the gears
mounted in the middle. The equations were too simplified for this particular gear train
components. Other techniques (i.e., Transfer Matrix Technique, Modal Analysis) should
probably be used to generate good theoretical approximations to the true linear natural
frequencies.
B. Angular Frequencies
The piezo-beam used the run down technique to determine the angular and pure linear
frequencies associated with the rotation of the shafts. The study started with a frequency
range of 20 Khz. The range was then reduced to the lOKhz range to focus into the area
which seemed to indicate the natural frequencies.
1. Results
The angular frequency data for the piezo beam is located in Figures 5.5a, 5.6a and 5.7a.
These figures indicates that there are three main areas which seem to have natural
frequencies. Since virtually nothing was able to be found from lOKhz and higher, the
examination was concentrated on the range from 0 to 10 Khz. Figure 5.6 represents the 0
to lOKhz range.
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Due to equipment limitations (will be explained in section 3) the frequency domain plots
did not indicate exact natural frequencies. The plots instead represent trends for which the
natural frequencies are approximately located. There appears to be a lot of 'noise' within
the traces, however the frequency plots indicates the peak trends found in Table 5.2.
Angular Linear
(hz) (hz)
500 237 E
825 450
1000 825 A
3.4 K 1000 A
4.4 K 5.8 K A
5.8 K 7.5 K A
7.5 K 8.7 K A
8.7 K
Table 5.2Natural Frequencies from Piezo Beam
Since low frequency data was important a 0 to lKhz plot (Fig 5.7) was also performed.
This also indicated a lot of noise and no clear concise natural frequency peaks. The
E'
signifies a frequency from electrical sources. The
'A' indicates that the frequency was
introduced by angular natural frequencies. The data indicated possible natural frequencies,
found in Table 5.3.
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Angular Linear
(hz) (hz)
60 44
125 65 E
187 125 E
237 187 E
366 238 E
500 500 A
Table 5.3 Frequencies from Piezo Beam Experimentation
However, many of the frequencies revolve around the electrical frequencies of60 hz and
its harmonics. Therefore unless more accurate data is provided, the 60, 125, 187, 237,
and 366 hz frequencies appear to be formed from electrical effects and therefore be
disregarded.
2. Theoretical Comparison
The frequencies found in Table 5.4 were determined to be angular frequencies (compared
with theoretical data from Table 3.3):
Experimental Theoretical
(hz) (hz)
366 2.09 K
500 3.98 K
825 4.27 K
1000 4.75 K
3.4 K 7.23 K
4.4 K 8.55 K
5.8 K 8.92 K
7.5 K 12.4 K
8.7 K 60.8 K
61.3 K
Table 5.4 Experimental vs. Theoretical Angular Frequencies
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The data comparison indicates that 4 of the calculated frequencies are close in magnitude
to the experimental resulting frequencies. The experimental frequencies are 4.4K (either
the 4.27K or the 4.75K theoretical calculations for shaft #3), the 7.5K (corresponds close
to 7.23K, shaft #1), the 8.7K (which corresponds to either 8.55K or the 8.92K theoretical
results, for shaft #2) and the 3.4K (which corresponds to 3.98K which was calculated for
the combined system).
The theoretical results were developed through assumptions outlined in Chapter 3. Since
the geometry was complicated, the best way to determine the actual angular frequencies
would have been through the use of another method (i.e., Transfer Matrix Technique).
The IK was probably the result of
'beating' between the 3.4K and 4.4Khz natural
frequencies.
3. Discussion
Experimental results from the piezo beam indicate many of the linear frequencies appear
to be equal to the angular frequencies. However, the analysis would indicate that many of
the linear natural frequencies were angular natural frequencies. These frequencies appear to
be a reaction caused by a deflection from the angular frequencies. That is, a shaft which
deflects in the torsional direction will inadvertently produce a linear reaction in its line of
direction. Therefore the linear frequency data which seemed to have been repeated from
the angular direction, was not considered to be linear natural frequencies.
Determining the exact frequencies from the piezo beam using the sine sweep technique
was near impossible. This was due to the equipment limitations. The biggest inhibitor
to getting good results was the piezo beam's wiring set up. The way the wire was
attached to the piezo beam did not allow the piezo beam to freely rotate (see Figure 5.1),
while the other end of the electrical wire was attached to a signal amplifier. When the
piezo beam was attached to the shaft and rotated, the wire also rotated with the piezo
beam thus causing the wire to wrap around the shaft. If not monitored, the wrapping of
the wire will either cause the piezo beam to come off or cause the wire to break.
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Electrical Wire
Fig. 5.1 Piezo Beams' Scheme ofWire Attachment
If the piezo beam were designed with an electrical connector, as shown in Figure 5.2, that
allowed free rotation between the wire and the piezo beams body , then better output
could have been attained. Better output would have been the result of more samples
which, when averaged, would hopefully reduce the noise and the frequencies associated
with the running of the drive train.
/Z^
Electrical Wire
Swivel Electrical
Connector
Fig. 5.2 Desired Electro-Coupling to Piezo Beam
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II. EXCITATION FREQUENCIES
Excitation frequencies are generated when the gear drive and gear pump are in motion. This
section concentrated on examining the vibrations of the gear drive unit and pump which were
transmitted through the fluid in transport to the lamination hopper.
Examining the laminated pieces indicated that the low frequency pulses were the most notable
bumps'
and most undesirable formation on the base material. The high frequency
'bumps'
seemed negligible in the lamination process, since they produced a near uniform coating
thickness. The high frequency pulses seemed to have produced low amplitude semi-repeatable
patterns which overlapped themselves. This overlapping of the fluid causes a near uniform
thickness on the lamination. The pulses were then further reduced by fluid flow properties by
gravitational and momentum effects before the laminatedmaterial were dried through a
finishing process, thus giving a desirable uniform lamination layer.
Previous experimentation indicated that the high frequency pulses were desirable in the
lamination process, therefore the study was confined to understanding the low frequency
domain. The study examined the flow characteristics, or vibrations for three different rpm
speeds. Figure 5.8 represents 30 rpm, Figure 5.9 represents 60 rpm and figure 5.10
represents 120 rpm.
A. Frequencies Found
The frequency plot for the 30 rpm drive speed is located in figure 5.8. The frequencies
found and the probable cause for those vibrations are listed below. The probable cause
refers to specific parts located in the gear drive in Chapter 3, Fig. 3.7 (Modeled Gear Drive
and Pump). The theoretical excitation frequencies in Table 3.4, Running Frequencies at 30
RPM, were used in conjunction with the frequency plot in Figure 5.8 to determine the
source of vibration.
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:ncy (hz) Probable Cause
2.5 Shaft #2
5.5 Shaft #1
13 Pump Gears
21 External Gears
26 Pump Gears (second harmonic)
42 External Gears (second harmonic)
46.5 GearMesh between #3 and #4 Gears
Table 5.5 Excitation Frequencies for 30 rpm
The frequency plot for 60 rpm drive speed is displayed in figure 5.9. The frequencies and
their probable cause are listed below. The frequency plot was compared with Table 3.5 to
determine the probable cause of vibrations. The mechanical parts listed for the probable
cause refers to the Fig. 3.7.
Frequency (hz) Probable Cause
17 DOIR form shaft #2
26 Pump Gears
42 External Gears
48 2nd Side Band around Pump Gears (caused by shaft #2)
50 1st Side Band around Pump Gears(caused by 2nd harmonic of shaft #3)
52 Pump Gears (2nd harmonic)
54 1st Side Band around Pump Gears (caused by 2nd harmonic of shaft #3)
56 2nd Side Band around Pump Gears (caused by shaft #2)
60 Electrical Effects
75 Side Band around 3rd harmonic Pump Gears(caused by 3rd harmonic of shaft #3)
78 Pump Gears (3rd harmonic)
81 Side Band around 3rd harmonic Pump gears(caused by 3rd harmonic of shaft #3)
84 External Gears (2nd harmonic)
92 GearMesh between #3 and #4 gears.
Table 5.6 Excitation Frequencies for 60 rpm
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Tlie frequency plot for 120 rpm drive speed is located in figure 5. 10. The frequencies and
their probable cause are listed below. The frequency plot was compared to Table 3.6 to
determine the probable vibrational sources. The parts listed correspond again to Fig. 3.7.
Frequency (hz) Probable Cause
52 Pump Gears
60 Electrical Effects
84 External Gears
104 Pump Gears (second harmonic)
120 Electrical Effects (second harmonic)
168 External Gears (second harmonic)
180 Electrical Effects (third harmonic)
Table 5.7 Excitation Frequencies for 120 rpm
B. Discussion
The importance of a good time domain cannot be under estimated to verify particular wear
problems. Without a time-domain plot, one could not draw a conclusion about the
condition of the pump since even good pumps produce pressure pulsations which will show
up in the frequency domain. Positive displacement pumps will normally have pressure
pulsations generated even if the pump is new. However, the pump that was used for the
test had fairly even pulsations except for one tooth section at which time the pulse was
nearly nonexistent (see Figure 5.8, 5.9). The appearance of the time domain plot indicates
a deviation in the flow characteristics (located on the far right on Figure 5.8, and at the 0.2
second mark on Figure 5.9), indicating a fault with the gear, probably a bad tooth.
Without an accurate time domain plot, one could not draw a conclusion to the specific fault
quite as easily, if at all. It would have been difficult to distinguish between a gear tooth
fault or some other defect within the pump. Other trials (not included in the thesis) with
different pumps have indicated other defective or wear problems One particular trial had the
time domain showing the pressure pulsations following a once per revolution cycle (plot
not included). This indicated a problem with a gear being eccentric. Since the frequency
plot will always indicate a frequency spike at the gear mesh frequency of the pump, the time
domain will help to distinguish the specific fault
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The most significant cause for pulsations in the flow was caused by the gear pump itself.
Pulsations were expected since the pump is positive displacement, with meshing gears
being used to displace the fluid. A gear pump was expected to generate the largest
pulsations since it alone has the most direct effect on the output fluid flow.
Examining the frequency plots indicate that the external gears are the second largest cause to
modulate the output flow from the pump. Results from table 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 all indicate
the external gear vibrations from meshing will cause fluctuations in the output flow from
the pump.
Gear train vibrations were also transmitted to the output flow through the shaft of the
pump. The effect of the vibrations causing fluctuations in the flow was limited compared
to the pumps pulsations and the external gears (refer to Chapter 3, Figure 3.7 for reference
to gears). The gear mesh vibrations generated between gears #3 and #4 are located in
frequency plots for the pump speed of 30 and 60 rpm. However, the gear mesh vibrations
for gears #3 and #4 did not show up significantly when the pump speed was 120 rpm. This
may have been caused by vibration from other sources which masked out the gear mesh
frequencies.
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III. Conclusion
The results of the study indicate that the dynamic flow characteristics are not only
modulated by the pump itself , but by the gear train vibrations transmitted through the
pump. The frequency plots indicate frequencies from the the gears located internally (within
the gear drive housing) and gearmounted external to the gear drive would modulate the
output flow.
As mentioned previously in the discussion, the pump gears have the largest impact on the
output dynamic flow characteristics. The vibrations from the external gears have the second
largest impact on the perturbations in the output flow. The further the vibrational source
transmission through the gear train, the less the vibrational influence. Parts associated with
shaft #3 (refer to Fig. 3.7) had a slight impact on the output flow, where the parts
associated with shaft #1 or shaft #2 (which were further away from the pump) had
undistinguishable impact on the output flow.
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Appendix A
Appendix A reveals the dimensions of the gear drive components
91
K Shaft #1
^ l
^S^^21 4 5
B
d _ 0.0286m
d2 =
d, =
0.0349m
0.0401m
d = 0.0222m
d =
5
d6 =
d =
7
0.0112m
0.0212m
0.0169m
= 0.0079m
= 0.0279m
= 0.0343m
= 0.0215m
= 0.0296m
= 0.0032m
= 0.0144m
Bearing at Section 7
Roller
P, =1.3555"a
Bd =
0.2815"
n =7
92
Shaft #2
di =
d -
0.0174m
2 = 0.0883m l2 =
0.0123m
0.0191m
d, = 0.0254m l3 = 0.0330m
d4 = 0.0177m >4 = 0.0121m
Bearing at Section 1&4
Roller
P, = 1.3555"d
B, =
0.2815"
a
n =7
93
Shaft #3
K
d, = 0.0175m
d2 = 0.1125m
d3 = 0.0191m
lj = 0.0129m
1
2 = 0.0254m
*3 = 0.0762m
d
Bearing at Section 5
Taper
P,d
B, =
0.275"
d
n =14
Bearing at Section 6
Taper
P,d
B, =
0.210"
d
n =14
94
Gear Tooth Dimensions
2
For the Gear Drive: For the Gear Pump:
H = 3.175 x m H = 3.175 x 10 m
L= 6.35x10 m L= 6.54 x 10 m
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Appendix B
Appendix B shows the derivations of some of the theoretical equations
that were used in Chapter 3.
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B . 1 Gear Tooth Derivation
The energy equation is based on using Kinetic and Potential equation forms and solving for the desired
information. Where K.E. and P.E. are defined in the following:
KE.= fdMx2
2J
(B.l.l)
2 L
CO f ,
KE.= pAx2atc
2Jo
(B.1.2)
PE.= -[Md0
2J (B.1.3)
PE.= -\Mwdx
2J (B.1.4)
PE.= -|EIx"2<t
2J (B.1.5)
To satisfy our boundary conditions of a triangular section (see Appendix A for drawing), will
assume a linear function, squared:
X =
ll-*
2
L^ (B.1.6)
2 L
(Of 2
KE.= pAxdx
2 Jo
substituting into the K.E. equation:
>-4t(rKi.4rV2.Y1-i)*
(B.1.7)
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2 .3 4 5^1
KE.=
o'
HM V xJ x" x3
. p x-4 + 6 4+
2 KLj,^ L l2 l3 L4j
dx
(B.1.8)
co H
KE.= p-
2 KL 2 3L+4L2 5L3
+
6L4A (B.1.9)
Applying the boundary conditions (see Appendix A, Gear Tooth Dimensions):
''-2 (B.1.10)
12 = L (B.l.ll)
co
KE.= pHL (00036)
(B.1.12)
Performing the Potential energy section, starting with equation B.1.5:
-w
FE.= -\EIx"zdx
PE. :2E1 II'
\f t A
vl2;
2 -,
dx
(B.1.13)
PE
1t:R3 f1*
3 .
,= -E x dx
2 3L7\ (B.1.14)
3 h
1
EHJ
4 ;PE.= -x*l
212L7 1: (B.1.15)
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Applying the boundary conditions we get:
Dc
1 15EH3
2 192 L3
(B.1.16)
Set K.E. equal to P.E., and solving for co we get:
co =
466* fl
(B.1.17)
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B.2 Derivation for Fixed Ends
Starting with the basic vibration equations:
V m (B.2.1)
where a Fixed beam application has a specified K [16]
192EI
K.
l3
(B.2.2)
substituting gives:
V 192 EIECO: l3 (B.2.3)
A correction factor for the mass of the shaft should also be included. Utilizing the energy
equation, the correction factor can be determined.
J02:Tc = ?y*
T =rl y*. . )dx
1 r.i(m
2Jo^L
(B.2.4)
(B.2.5)
From Strength ofMaterials [17]:
y(x)=Hl(3L-4x) (B.2.6)
y(x) = 4^I(3Lx2-4x3) (B.2.7)
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Maximum deflection occurs at the center:
8 = FL
max 192m
(B.2.8)
Putting y' in terms of 8
y(x)=48
3x
_
4x"
VL2~lR (B.2.9)
y(x)=46
^_4x_3^
V L2 I? > (B.2.10)
Substituting into equation B.2.5 we get:
_ 4m j.2 fY 3x2 4x3T^=
2L6
JollJ- dx
(B.2.11)
4ms2fY9x4 24x5
16x6>l
T-2L6JolF"lT+lTJdx (B.2.12)
t
4m s2T^=
2L6
V 5L4 L5 7L7 J
Tr=|m(034)82
(B.2.13)
(B.2.14)
Substituting gives:
co =V 192EI(M + 034m ) r (B.2.15)
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B.3 Derivation for Pinned Ends
Starting with the basic equation of vibration
\ m
where a Pinned beam application has a specified K [16]
l3
substituting gives
V48EI
m.
(B.3.1)
(B.3.2)
(B.3.3)
A correction factor for the mass of the shaft should also be included. Utilizing the energy
equation, the correction factor can be determined.
Tc= I -ydm^.i5"
L
1 f
T "iMr>
(B.3.4)
(B.3.5)
From Strength ofMaterials [17]:
y(x)=-^-(4x3-3L2x)
48 ET (B.3.6)
Maximum deflection at the center
8 -LmH 48EI (B.3.7)
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Putting
'y' in terms of 8
y(x)=-^-(4x3-3L2x)
(B.3.8)
y(x) = 8
*V
l3"lJ (B.3.9)
y(x) = 8
( 3 N\' 4xT 3x
(B.3. 10)
Substituting into Equation B.3.5 we get:
L ( 3
m f A 4x 3x
T'=5:JL8lT3-r dx (B.3. 11)
6 r,. 4 c.l\
Lf S2J
16x 24x 9x2
2lJ0 \ L6 L4 L2 j^ (B.3. 12)
.- 8
m
Tc=
c 2L
16x7 24x5
,
7L6
~
5L4
3x3
"l2J
Tn= 1(0.49)m82
substituting gives:
/ 48EI
. L
2,
0.49m) Y
(B.3.13)
(B.3.14)
(B.3. 15)
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B.4 Derivation for Combined Angular Natural
Frequencies
This derivation determines the natural angular natural frequency of the combined system. The
gears were assumed rigid and shaft #2 was assumed to be
'floating' between shaft #1 and #3.
All of the labeled equivalence moment of inertia and spring constants refer to CHAPTER 3,
Figure 3.2.
Starting with potential energy:
I=2J1<D12+
2(J2
+ J3)(022+
(B.4.1)
1=2 Jl+ (J2 + J3) + h
'co3 co2^
,co2 CO,
(0,
(B.4.2)
where:
co2_Nj
coj N2 (B.4.3)
co3 N3
co2 N4 (B.4.4)
Now examining kinetic energy gives:
V =
^K1012+iK6032
(B.4.5)
V=- K1 + K^
'6382'
v e2 ei ) (B.4.6)
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Dividing the kinetic energy by the potential energy gives:
co
K, + K,
NjN3
VN2N47
J1 + (J2 + J3)
vN2y
+ h
NtN3
VN2N4,
(B.4.7)
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